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Origin of securitology as new economic science: Short historical digression is conducted to the sources of security science. Human mind a long ago tries to capture skills of self-preservation and methods of protecting from possible dangers that inevitably appear in all spheres of vital functions. A global financial crisis compels to look over the paradigm of security on all levels: at the level of the state, enterprise, personality. Especially actual there is constructing of paradigm of security exactly of enterprise, because security of management subjects is a primary link in the system of economic security of national economy and is her important a subsystem. The economic security is explored through prism of the history forms of the worldoutlook – mythological, theology, philosophical and scientific. The modern scientific going is considered near the study of security. Different directions and conceptions are educed - security science, "natio security science", securitology, "Economic security of state" or ecosestate and "Economic security of enterprise" or ecosesent, "Science dealing with management by security", "Akmesecuritology".
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of security has centuries-old if not much millennial history, because she is the basic necessity of man. Human mind a long ago tries to capture skills of self-preservation and methods of protecting from possible dangers that inevitably appear in all spheres of vital functions. A global financial crisis compels to look over the paradigm of security on all levels: at the level of the state, enterprise, personality. Especially actual there is constructing of paradigm of security exactly of enterprise, because security of management subjects is a primary link in the system of economic security of national economy and is her important a subsystem.

As the Russian scientist of A. Atamanov counted up, in Russia for the last decade about two thousand dissertations are written on a theme security [3]. In Ukraine it is counted an author approximately thousand dissertations on this subjects.

Today interlace about fifty types of economic security. Except economic security and already traditional: informative, social, psychological, food, ecological, fire, military, technological, power, there are her eccentric enough kinds, for example, epizootic, oscillation, pedagogical, network et al.

A powerful methodological platform for the further study of questions of economic security of enterprise such anchorwomen lined up scientists, as: A. Kozachenko [5], A. Lyashenko [7], V. Lipcan [6], A. Pasternak-Taranuschenko [9, 10], V. Yarochkin [13, 14].

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

We will consider such historical forms of world view, as: mythological, theology, philosophical and scientific.

Originally a question of economic security was in a mythological form the echoes of that reached even to our days. So, in roman mythology even there was a goddess Securitaty (Securitas), that personified security of citizens and states. She was represented by a worthy matron, more often at a column with heaved up a right arm, and her attributes were a sceptre, laurel, horn of plenty and branch of olive [8].

After it the mythological form of economic security was appropriately substituted by theology. It ensues from the analysis of present literature, that her core was an ontological category of "life". As one of ancient religions asserts Judaism, exactly after the first fall of humanity one of main necessities was conceived is safe existence. In Old Testament of Bible marked about a necessity to examine defence of life through the prism of original source all pure on Earth, through unique Personality, to God (2 Kings 20: 19; Job 5: 24; Job 24: 23; Psalms 4: 9; Psalms 11 : 6; Psalms 121 : 7; Isaiah 14 : 30; Isaiah 32 : 17;
Isaiah 33: 6; Joel 28: 26; Obadiah 2: 18). He is the demiurge of Life and ruler of Life, and equates with Life. An axiom is that all existing aims in the world (person, enterprise, state), conscious or unconscious, to self-preservation, freedom, improvement of quality of terms of existence.

It registered in the philosophical doctrine of konfucianstvo, that Sky was higher divine force that determines a fate all living on Earth. But to Sky personality "kind" qualities of man (only at that rate, a man becomes "co-creator" Sky) must be added. By the way, philosophical looks of Socrates in sense of study not nature and matter, namely man and his virtues very similar with doctrine of konfucianstvo.

In doctrine of konfucianstvo, deference is an important value that proclaims the submission of children to the parents straight, and it is mediated is subordination of people to the sovereign. Such service symbolizes safety of clan [4].

Researchers distinguished a number of "values" that provided force and more harmonious, than in the west, development of the EastAsian countries. To the digit of "values" behave: priority of corporativism above individualism; support on the personal connections and mutual obligations, but not on a law; valid attitude toward power; aspiring to the consensus and social harmony; high motivation to educating, industriousness, honesty and thrift; acceptance of the strong state [12,15].

A theology form got a blow from the side of the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle, that studied and compared one hundred fifty different political forms, set by a question: whether an art is identical to make riches to science dealing with economy. Providing of safety of citizens was arrived at by the observance of two types of justice: distributive (equality on dignities) and comparative ("to each his own").


A scientific form economic security acquires extremely slowly. Security as an universal interdisciplinary category makes foundation of the new scientific system - security science ("Безпекознавство" in Ukrainian language, tonics. author) getting a certain world view prospect and methodological kind at the beginning of 21 century. The Ukrainian scientist V. Lipcan gave the category executed determination in 2003, that determined that security science was the original matrix of sciences and scientific directions about security, by social interdisciplinary science general and specific objective conformities to law of organization and functioning of the systems of security of different class are investigated in that, and also theoretical generals that is directed to on an increase efficiency of their functioning are developed on the basis of their cognition [6]. Also he is enter the concept of "natio security science" ("Націобезпекознавство" in Ukrainian language, tonics. author).

As the Ukrainian scientist A. Kozachenko marks, modern security science is scientific direction, in that understanding and explanation of security (any subject - state, region, enterprise, man) is presented in her past, present and future, facts are summarized for certain, is after casual necessary, appropriate, after single - common, and on this basis her providing comes true [5, p. 17]. And as she marks that with the accumulation of knowledge of security science, as well as any scientific direction (but true), grows into science - securitology ("Безпеколозія" in Ukrainian language, tonics. author). Securitology on the construction is studies, complex of associate ideas, inwardly differentiated, but integral system of knowledge, in that one elements depend on other, and an initial base makes totality of statements, concepts and categories, certain on methodological to principles and rules. Securitology comes forward the form of synthetic knowledge, within the framework of that separate concepts, hypotheses and laws of securitology lose a former noninteraction and become the elements of the integral system [5, p. 17].
The American economists of С. Morylum and Д. Lambert well-aimed mark, economic security of enterprise is one of elements of defence of national security [2].

The analysis of opinions of separate personalias and scientific theories allows to draw conclusion, that semantic construct "economic security of enterprise" not examined before. If to continue to study different scientific directions, then practically there would be echoes of economic security in each, because she purchased universal character and began to be used practically in all spheres of human life.

So, there is direction in world economic science, where "Economic security of state" or ecosestate and "Economic security of enterprise" or ecosesent is investigated [9]. Ukrainian scientist А. Pasternak-Taranuschenko in 1993 investigated philosophical bases of economic security of the state, i.e., ecosestate, and also offered a thesaurus. But to protect dissertation he did not succeed by reason of absence of such science. To economic security of enterprise he small spared attention, although gave to her determination: "Ecosesent is this economic state of enterprise, steady to the external and internal changes of financially-economic environment" [10].

Russian scientist V. Yarochkin in 1989 offered such science as Securitology ("Секюрітологія" in Ukrainian language, tonics. author). On his determination, it is science dealing with security of vital functions of man and humanity, or science dealing with conformity to law and mechanisms of providing of security of man, society, state, humanity from external and internal threats [13]. Unfortunately, in the research he does not distinguish such object of security as enterprise. In 1997 his book "System of security of firm" came into the world [14]. On claims of Y. Serikov and L. Kozhenevsky is science of "securitology", in that a main accent is put on security of vital functions of man, investigated in such countries, as: Bulgaria, Germany, Holland, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Czech Republic, UKraine [11, p. 27].

The Polish researcher Tadeush Hanausek in 2001 enters a concept "Science dealing with management by security" underlines that "if there is possibility (even speculative) that minimizes threats through purposeful, managed human influences, then management by security is contrasting of danger or to the threat - becomes possible and recommendable (desirable). If such management becomes possible, then it must have the speculative base, and it means that science dealing with management exists security and develops" [1].

Ukrainian scientific А. Lyashenko distinguishes the economic constituent of paradigm of security of enterprise. Offers new scientific direction arising up on crossing of many areas of knowledge, namely "management by economic security of enterprise" that is totality of associate processes in the system of economic security of enterprise, and is the concordance of interests external and internal shareholders enterprises, and also opposition to the threats of economic security and forming of the resource providing of economic security of enterprise. All of it allows to attain the state of economic security of enterprise, the receipt of certain degree of economic freedom stipulates within the limits of objective and subjective limitations installation-specific economic security. The concept of "Akmesecuritology" ("Акмебезпекологія" in Ukrainian language, tonics. author) is first entered also [7].

**CONCLUSION**

Actuality of questions of security and her interdisciplinary character, the volume of present works on the problems of security was stipulated confession of security science by the theoretical and applied field of knowledge. However, it is impossible to say that security science purchased immanent theoretical clearness. Short historical digression is conducted to the sources of security science. Certainly, with 1993 for 2014 the great number of researches of economic security is descendant enterprises, that showed that this definition existed by virtue of convencialnóst and can be
competent methodological concept in the variety of securitology. For twenty years the traditional going was formed near her determination.
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